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Barcoding of drug packages kicks in

Hyderabad: Ignoring repeated calls from the pharma industry to push back the date for
implementation of bar coding on secondary packaging of formulations, the government went ahead
with the implementation of the new regulation, which makes it mandatory for all formulations
packages headed for exports to sport bar coding, from January 1 this year
The move is aimed at stanching the flow of spurious drugs and protecting Brand Indias in the global
pharma markets.
The move comes despite pharma industry body Indian Drug Manufacturers Association (IDMA)
filing a case in Chennai High Court, which initially stayed the public notice issued by Directorate
General of Foreign Trade. However, on December 21, Chennai HC ruled in favour of the
government, enabling it to proceed with the implementation of its notice.
The industry was dead against the move as it would result in an escalation of manufacturing costs and
shave away margins and would especially hit and small and medium players. The industry had also
argued that it was facing infrastructure and manpower constraints.
Expressing disappointment, Natco Pharma director and chief financial officer P Bhaskara Narayana,
said, The industry is already over-burdened with issues like severe power shortages, patent litigations
and delayed approvals. The implementation of bar coding will only make matters worse as the
industry has very little time to comply with this costly measure.
Bhaskaran said there were several issues that needed to be taken care of while ensuring bar coding
such as registration, understanding (language being a barrier) and complying with the regulatory
requirements of importing countries (this may not be required for countries which have already
implemented the track and trace mechanism) and in some cases, may require changes in registration.
This would take time and adversely affect the cash-flows and export performance, he said.
Pharmaceuticals Export Promotion Council of India (Pharmexcil) Director General Dr. PV Appaji,
said, Both the sides have merit to their arguments. As a council we would try to extend all possible
support to our members with timely representation to the government and early clarification to the
members on this subject.
Pharmexcil has been actively promoting brand India in the international forums to gain access to new
markets and strengthen its position in the existing ones.
Speaking about the pharma export target of the $25billion by 2014,Appaji said, given the current
scenario of economic slowdown in the international as well as domestic markets, had forced the
export promotion body to push back the timeframe for achieving this target by a couple of years.
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